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The Teaching Fellowship
Artreach India instituted the Teaching Fellowship programme in 2015 as
an intensive foundation course in art for young people in care. Every year
one artist works with a group of 20 young people and through workshops
they explore techniques, mediums, art histories and aesthetics. The
programme includes field trips to art colleges, exhibitions, museums and
art fairs. Participants are encouraged to use art as a tool for the critical
exploration of the world, to cultivate their imaginative, creative and
reflective skills, and to find an individual expressive voice.
Artreach India carefully monitors the impact of the Teaching Fellowship,
and a short film and a comprehensive written document by the Teaching
Fellow are produced at the end of each programme year.
The Teaching Fellowship is generously supported by the Kiran Nadar
Museum of Art.

Teaching Fellowship 2017-18 in partnership
with Salaam Baalak Trust
Artreach India’s third Teaching Fellowship was conceptualised and led by
visual artist Sonam Chaturvedi.
Nineteen participants between the ages 12 to 16 were selected by SBT
from across four homes, based on interest and aptitude.
Over the course of the programme, from August 2017 to June 2018,
Sonam led twelve weekend workshops on observation drawing, cyanotype print making, clay work, plaster casting, collage, storytelling and
book binding, and a five-day intensive workshop on photography and
claymation.
The group had a pottery workshop at the British school led by Kristine
Michael and her students. They went on five field visits: the Kiran Nadar Museum of Art; the Department of Art at Shiv Nadar University; India
Art Fair 2018; National Gallery of Modern Art and the Artreach Festival at
Bikaner House.
The Teaching Fellow was guided by a distinguished panel of artist
educators: Atul Bhalla, Kristine Michael, Susanta Mandal and Vandana
Kothari.
-

Deeksha Nath, Trustee
Ita Mehrotra, Programmes Head
Artreach India
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TEACHING FELLOW 2017-18

SONAM CHATURVEDI
YOUNG ARTISTS
AAKASH
ADIBA
ADITYA
ARIF
ARMAAN
DEEPA

GOURAV
JYOTI
KAAJAL
LAXMI
MUSKAAN
PAREGA
RAM SHIVAM
REENA
ROSHNI
SANJANA
SATYAJEET
SHAHRUKH
SONU

Our hope with the Teaching Fellowship is that young people’s eyes and minds are opened to new ways of seeing
themselves and the world around them. And that should they wish to pursue a career in an art-related field, they
will find the direction, confidence and support they need to go ahead.
Charty Dugdale
Founder, Artreach India
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I realised that kids are not interested in making finished artworks; it is the
process of art making that they love. I therefore focused more on the process of
creation rather than the outcome, which automatically followed when the process
was exciting enough to motivate them. During the workshops the kids opened
up more when they were given the freedom to experiment with unconventional
processes like shadow drawing, automatic drawing, cyanotype printmaking,
claymation and photography, among others. They enjoyed playing with malleable
materials like clay and epoxy; the process and material became their playground.
Art is to tickle, laugh, love, tease, linger, jump, fall and stand up again.
SONAM CHATURVEDI
Teaching Fellow
2017-18

I constantly tried to find out what the kids want, and as an individual who they
are. I allowed them to reflect themselves, to take the direction they want to follow
and what they wish to portray, rather than what I want them to portray. That’s why
you see a playfulness running throughout the programme, in their works and their
approach towards art, it is the playful mischievous child showing her/his colourful
moods. I learned and grew with them, most of the times letting them fly, but there
were also times when they themselves signalled that they don’t want to fly further
and want me to pull back. This balance taught me a lot and was the most crucial
process as a teacher; the balance between being a friend and a teacher, constantly
changing shoes and sometimes letting them take my place and me theirs.
I really appreciate that Artreach gave complete creative autonomy to me to
design the programme content and activities, stepping in only to support. As the
process unfolded, my relation with the children transgressed the student-teacher
boundaries. Emotions such as caring, love and pride arose within me. The structure
of the fellowship allowed me and the children to build relations beyond the art
class. I thank Artreach to provide a prolific ground for the growth of such beautiful
relations.

“Art is to tickle,
laugh, love, tease,
linger, jump, fall and
stand up again.”
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“I want to join the BSF
(Border Security Force), have a good
government job and lead a settled life.”

“When I close my eyes,
I can visualize many things but
I find it difficult to recreate it on
paper.”

GOURAV

“I love art making and when someone
appreciates my work I get motivated to
do more. I never knew there were so
many types and ways of making art, with
photos, sunlight, shadows etc.
I think through art one can relieve all
kinds of tensions.
I loved making portrait in cyanotype by
simply arranging leaves and twigs in the
shape of a face and taking its print.”

KAAJAL
“I want to be a portrait artist.
I love everything in art making
from shadow drawings to pottery
to stopmotion animation, everything! Earlier I used to find art
boring, but now I don’t.”

A quiet and shy girl who would
find her freedom only in the
corner of a room, on a blank
page of her sketchbook; between
colourful floral patterns and
automatic drawings.

A brilliant story-teller and rapper.
Like his generation, he’s obsessed with pop culture,
boxing and body building; and the same energy
flows through in his highly expressive art.
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AAKASH
ROSHNI

“I like to stay alone.
Even at home I don’t talk to
anyone. I just want to leave
my house and join the army. It
would be difficult to continue art
making then, but I can practice
whenever I’m free and can teach
others.
I think if someone is sad art can
make them happy.”

“I want to become a painter.
I love drawing with torch (shadow
drawings)! It is amazing to learn what
all we can make with the shadows of
our hands.
I find beauty in the dance of the
trees, when its raining and the wind
swirls through them.”

“I don’t know why but my
figures always have shorter legs.
Something always keeps running in my mind, during my
school classses also I always
have a pen in my hand and
keep doodling a lot in my notebooks.”

One can always enjoy the beautiful experience of artmaking
without thinking about a future in it. He’s very thoughtful,
full of energy- the only one standing at the end of the dayconstantly portraying himself as a boxer or an armymanas if visualizing and painting a future for himself.

She’s the youngest in the group- the naughtiest and
loved by everyone. A foody and loves to chatter. This
playfulness can be seen in her little caricatural figures
and in the joyful mistakes which become part of the
works, making them more interesting.
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LAXMI

ARIF

“I love to work with clay, its so soft!
I like everything in art. Actually earlier I wanted to be a dancer, but I also like drawing, and
I’m good in music, I can also sing well.
(giggles)”

“I want to be a sketch artist. I love to
sketch whatever I see around, at a park,
school, home, everywhere. If I find
something interesting, like a tree or a
person, I start making it in my book.
I wish we have many more classes (with
Artreach). I advice everyone to learn and
make art”

She had shaky hands in the beginning, but now
I could see the change and growth, specially
while handling malleable materials. She enjoyed creating caricatures using clay and epoxy.

He’s a joyful and hard
working student. Really
good with capturing the
character of a person
through his portraits.
His works have a strong
element of self portrayal
and positivity.
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SATYAJEET
MUSKAAN

“I want to do boxing and be an
IPS officer.
I really enjoyed working in clay
and m-seal, because I figured
out how to make different body
shapes of animals and humans”

“I want to show everyone that I
can become something in life! I
was also inclined towards sports
but now I’ve left school so can’t
pursue it.

“I like to put images on facebook,
it feels good when people like it,
specially when putting images of
artworks. It is nice to show the
world what we are doing (in the
art class) so that we can take part
in various competitions.
We can change the world through
art, if we teach it to ten people
and those ten people teach to
another ten, and so on, the world
will transform!
If after seeing my art someone
likes it then they can get inspired
to learn it and it can change their
life.”

He has a competitive spirit, very confident
in his work which he approaches with clarity and definite ideas- this reflects in his
work. He exhibited an experimental and
free method during the cyanotype print
making process.

My parents’ dream is to see me
as a policewoman. But now I’m
clear that I want to be an artist.
I also want to teach others what
I’ve learnt here.”
“I enjoy automatic drawing,
because I feel free, and can draw
freely in any direction I like.
I don’t feel any pressure here
as one would feel in a classroom.
I thoroughly enjoy the process
and play while making art. I feel
that whatever I create should be
the best and I express myself
clearly to others, which I’m able
to do.”

She portrays various qualities of an artist.
Inventive, inquisitive, ambitious, innovative, spontaneous, always questioning and
debating till she gets a satisfactory answer!
Her works are a play of dark humour and
satire portraying herself. She’s outspoken
through her art; also well aware of her
strengths, which is seen in her confident
lines, modelling and sprightly
colour palette.
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JYOTI
“I love making portraits of people.
Now I’m so interested in art that I’m
totally lost in it and just want to make
art and do nothing else. I’ll always
continue my practice.”

SONU

“I like to make faces in clay,
never knew how to do it.
When dead water comes to
life at the touch of raindrops
falling, and there are waves
emerging- I think that is real
beauty.

“Earlier I used to roam like a nomad,
directionless in life, I was not able to concentrate on any one thing, always used to jump
from one to another, wouldn’t even go to
study. Now I’m focused and my mind stays at
one place, I’ve changed a lot!

Wish I was a boy. They can
roam freely at night, go anywhere they like, stay however
they wish.”

I’ll feel very bad when I go from here
(Artreach programme).”

He’s very observant of people and spaces; his art is an
introspection, a reflection of his surroundings. Thinks out of the
box and stands out through his creative ideas and skills, working
with discipline and hardwork. He wasn’t part of the programme
earlier but we took him after he showed great interest. He transformed as the programme progressed- from being an introvert to
starting to communicate and make friends and even be slightly
mischievous.

Her art stays as a
personal diary, rarely coming out of her
sketchbook. Interested in 2D mediums,
colour play and floral
patterns.
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SHAHRUKH

PAREGA
I want to be an artist, I love to draw,
and enjoy the most while doing
photography.

“I really enjoyed automatic
painting because we had
to do it very fast. I want to
do something related to art,
may be portraits, or make
puppets, or do nature paintings.
Stop-motion animation is
also very enjoyable, never
knew we’ve to make characters and move them around,
and take photos one by one
to create a film.”

He showed excitement to explore digital
processes like photography and photoshop.
He was quiet in the beginning, but slowly opened
up and revealed his playfully mischievous side.
Whatever we did in class, he practiced at home,
experimenting with new materials and learning
by himself.

She’s observant of people and makes insightful
character sketches capturing the inner expressions of a
person reflecting through their eyes. A humble and sweet
girl.
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RAM SHIVAM

ADIBA

“When I joined the class I had
no clue what is happening and
why I’m here. I thought I’d learn
dance but was told I’ll learn art. I
enjoyed a lot!
The closing eyes activity was
good (observing aurrounding
sounds while closing eyes), and
I enjoyed the torch one (shadow
drawings).

“At home I observe many things and keep
drawing them using pen, pencil, colours. I
love working with clay and making portraits
with it. I want to be a photographer.
I wish I could play in the lush green park!”

We are learning to do something good in the future.
I love to draw, I keep drawing all
the time”

He’s exceptionally good and tactile while
handling malleable materials. He pours
out his feelings and deep dives into his inner thoughts using colour as a medium to
portray different moods; expressing an urge
to be free from the world, from time, space
and stay alone, close to nature.

She has confident lines and an eye for beauty. She likes
to make illustrative self portraits.Her drawing express a
longing for love and attention.She was highly emotional
in the beginning but found her composure and started
communicating in the workshops through interactive
activities.
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ADITYA

SANJANA

“I want to get into Delhi police or a
painting artist, an honest and truthful
artist who the world looks up to, whose
work is remembered by everyone. An
artist whose name gets inscribed in
world’s history!

“I really enjoyed making the
stop-motion videos. With time
I developed confidence and realised that I can also make art.
I am interested in working with
camera. But don’t want to be a
phoographer, let’s see.”

Painting is very important to me because
we can see and work with so many different colours, I can make roads, houses,
buildings, cities, villages, mountains.
I enjoy making scenery the most because it has beautiful rivers, mountains,
sun and a tiny pretty village.

“I’ve not thought about what I
want to be, Earlier I wanted to be
an artist but now I’m not interested
in anything, don’t feel like doing
anything.

I get a very special feeling while painting, I dream as if i’m sleeping in this
world of paintings.”

In the beginning I was facing problem while adjusting with other kids
but slowly I adjusted. I don’t like to
make friends but I talk to anyone
who talks to me.”

The feminine youthfulness is visible in her art style.
A self-conscious joyful girl. She found it difficult to
communicate with the group but slowly found her
way through. She’s gifted with skills for designing
and craft-making with strong lines and a neat hand.

He has a good sense of humour and likes to write
comical stories- even his art is full of this satirical
humour.
He prefers to be on his own - taking
photographs from a corner , through the window or
from behind the door without anyone knowing.
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REENA

“I like to do art, and specially make sketches. I don’t like
hand-free drawings. When
I’m sad I make art, by making nature drawings. I want to
take tuitions for small kids and
teach them art.

ARMAAN

“I enjoy making faces in clay because
it is interesting to see how they would
look like after completing.

The classes were sometimes
boring sometimes fun. I really enjoyed the first workshop
where we painted on matchboxes.”

I want to become a filmmaker.
I really liked book binding, folding
paper and colouring, clay-modelling, and photography. I want to do
stop-motion animation in future.”

She has a good sense of colour, during
the workshops she immersed herself in
the colour wheel and collage making.
She developed an interest in photography
during the intensive.

He has the wish to always bring in something new to his art,
and experiment. A good sense of colours and perfection. Due
to his patience he’s been the best model to pose for his friends.
Though silent by nature, he was responsive and involved
himself in the creative process.
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DEEPA
“I want to be a painter and
make wall paintings. I like
to draw when I’m sad and
even when I’m happy. I enjoy
drawing and modelling faces
with clay.”

It is surprising to see how intricate her drawings are,
with patterns and designs. She meticulously and
patiently captures each detail. Stays hidden behind her
female friends, giggling shyly from a corner. One would
find her drawings flowing outside her sketchbook into
her classmates’ sketchbooks, drawings floating around
everywhere.
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In the initial meetings, teaching fellow Sonam Chaturvedi
presented a detailed structured plan for the course, on the
basis of which we had further meetings and discussions.
What we found interesting is that she had started with
basic object drawings, colour theories, shades and tints,
etc., and finally taught the students about a bit of history
of Surrealism, Cubism, Cyanotype photographic process;
all done in a playful manner.
Observation walks with the whole group at the location
and group discussions helped children to share their
ideas amongst themselves. Therefore, the story-based clay
sculptures and painted backdrops with the help of digital
camera and computer finally turned to clay animation
that became one of the most captivating group activities
for the children.
We have been following Sonam’s teaching methodology
from the beginning, where she offered plenty of mediums,
techniques, scopes and immense freedom, which is why
each and every student has explored their innovative
ideas through these mediums freely.
Most importantly, these modules were not a part of any
stereotypical art syllabus. These tasks were quite contemporary and engaging for the students, who enjoyed every
step of this unique journey.
SUSANTA MANDAL
Artist, Advisory board member

“... she offered plenty of mediums, techniques, scopes and immense
freedom, which is why each and every student has explored their
innovative ideas through these mediums freely.”

Every year KNMA introduces new initiatives and approaches
to encourage learning, appreciation and engagement with arts
which range from creative workshops, community programs
with artists, performances to periodic public lectures and panel discussions. Over the years we have been running numerous
outreach programs for school children, teachers and educators.
By conceptualising and facilitating these different platforms and
programs we are meticulously working towards a rigourous and
innovative art education system.
For us, funding Art Reach Teaching Fellowship is to extend our
support to art education at grassroots level. It is also to support
experimentation and development of informal ways of art learning, what classroom structured education at times fails to do. We
share a long work relationship with Salam Balak Trust which
is one of the first NGOs we started working with in our initial
years, and collaborating again for this year-long teaching fellowship is stimulating. I welcome all to visit/ engage the exhibition
‘Geeli Mitti’ and the works made by the young artists of Salam
Balak Trust.
ROOBINA KARODE
Director & Chief-Curator, Kiran Nadar Museum of Art
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And finally the success of the programme lies with Sonam
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planning the programme, responding intuitively to the children’s
interests and guiding them towards greater possibilities.
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Artreach India’s mission is to reach
children, young people and women from
marginalised communities across India
and transform their lives through art.
We work with contemporary and traditional Indian and international artists and
partner with NGOs, schools, foundations
and museums. Our Volunteer Residency
programme result in lively murals painted
by children in their homes; our Teaching
Programmes fund artists to work with
groups of young people in care; we
support long-term Community Projects
and interventions, often in difficult conditions like homeless shelters, where artist
facilitators use art to foster community
cohesion; we lead Khel Mel workshops
bringing mainstream and marginalised
children together.

SBT Salaam Baalak Trust (SBT) is a notfor-profit organization working since 1988
with street and working children and
children in difficult circumstances. SBT
provides them with care and protection
and everything needed for their overall
holistic development.

Established at the initiative of the avid
art collector Kiran Nadar, the Kiran Nadar
Museum of Art (KNMA) opened in January 2010, as the first private museum of
art exhibiting modern and contemporary
works from India and the sub-continent.
Located in the heart of New Delhi, KNMA
as a non-commercial, not-for-profit organization intends to exemplify the dynamic relationship between art and culture
through its exhibitions, publications,
educational, and public programs. The
museum has hosted critically acclaimed
exhibitions that have celebrated modern
and contemporary art in the country and
abroad. KNMA upholds the tradition of
art patronage and continues to expand
that definition through its education
initiatives and collaborates with schools,
colleges, NGOS and Trusts. KNMA has
become a place for confluence, through
its curatorial initiative and exhibitions,
school and college workshops, art appreciation discourses, symposiums and
public programs.

www.artreachindia.org

Presently it caters to over 5000 such
children annually through five shelter
homes, 11 contact points, a mobile school
and a partnership with Childline.

www.salaambalaktrust.org

www.knma.in

